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Un vero e proprio catalogo di baci
poetici e umoristici, improbabili e autentici. 
Un libro che non ha bisogno di parole, 
ma al quale ciascuno può regalare la sua voce. 
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Title: Twenty-four thousands kisses

Author: Antonio Ferrara

Layout: Tommaso Monaldi

Pages: 2  - Price 15,00 euro

Ligature: Accordion with cover

Closed book format: 20 x 12,5

Opened book format: 20 x 265 cm

Isbn: 9788898947584

Target: + 4

Topics: kisses, love, friendship, emo-
tions, feelings, diversity. 
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Antonio Ferrara is a writer, illustrator and two-time An-
dersen Prize. He worked with the main Italian publishers. His 
books are translated in English and French. He published Io 
sono così, Mia and Eroe guasto with Settenove. He attended 
various collective painting and illustration exhibitions all over 
the world.

A real catalogue of poetic and funny, 
absurd and authentic kisses. 

A long silent book that needs no words, 
but to which each one can give his voice. 

A sample of natural and original effusions, 
because we will have to start kissing again, 

sooner or later, without preclusion or prejudices. 
An accordion book that is not just a book but, 

as its author says, «A fierce sentimental device». Two 
hundred and sixty five cm of sweetness and love!
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Technical features:
Accordion book with cover hook, closure with tab 

wrapping around the book block.

Extended cover

Closed book cover



Extended book:

1) Pictures from
the front side of the
book.

Each fold corre-
sponds to one kiss. 
You can find out 
who recieves the 
kiss only turning the 
page or opening the 
accordion book.
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